

Tint Pros glass coating is New York's premier window tinting
company serving the needs of Manhattan, Staten Island, Queens,
Brooklyn, Long Island, the greater New York City area, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania and Connecticut. Tint Pros glass coating
installs glass security film, solar window films, decorative film
and cutting edge surface coating.



Tint Pros over twenty years in business, excellent national
reputation and state of the art products makes them the one
to call for commercial, residential & automotive tinting.



All Installers with 20 + years experience.



Satisfaction guarantee.



Direct factory guarantee on products.



Excellent reputation for fast service and excellence in
installation.



Decrease Heat



Reduce Fading



Cut Glare



Enjoy Energy Savings



Increase Safety



Enhance Appearance



It's Fast and Easy

SOLAR CONTROL FILM



UV PROTECTION

The biggest problem in controlling comfort in
homes and office buildings is dealing with the



Solar control films contain ultraviolet absorbers
to reduce the amount of ultraviolet radiation

radiant heat from the sun.

being transmitted through glass doors and


One of the most outstanding characteristics of

windows. These powerful rays are a primary

solar control window film is its ability to
regulate or control the amount of solar energy

cause for fading and deterioration.


that passes through the glass.


Solar control window films are designed to
reflect infrared heat waves.



With escalating energy costs, products such as

window film are increasingly valuable as an
investment.

It is generally accepted that UV radiation can be

responsible for roughly 40%–60% of all fading.


With ozone depletion in the earth’s atmosphere,
exposure to UV rays has been increasingly
linked to skin cancer, premature aging, eye
damage, and immune system suppression.

Note: It is important to stress that no window film
or glazing product will totally prevent or stop
fading.

BUILDING APPEARANCE AND
AESTHETICS

SECURITY AND SAFETY FILM




Security and safety film has the ability to help

There are a variety of colored solar control films

resist glass shattering fragments from acts of

that would compliment

nature or mankind.


Safety films are designed in such a matter that in



architectural design



Solar control film can help provide an element

the event of glass breakage the glass itself remains

of appearance uniformity

adhered to the film. In some cases the glass may

for large commercial buildings, residential, high

remain shattered but intact in its original frame.



rise apartments and




Safety film can protect someone from lethal flying
or falling projectiles. Safety film is optically clear,

condominiums

tinted or reflective and is usually 4 mils to mils in

thickness.


Protect yourself from acts of terrorism, vandalism
and natural disasters

FASARA ™ DECORATIVE FILM

CLEAR ANTI-GRAFFITI FILM



These are specifically designed films for



Distinctive glass films for interior design

an exterior window application to help



Enjoy enhanced privacy and aesthetics

prevent vandalism (glass etching).


These films are optically clear and

with innovative design solutions


undetectable to the naked eye.


This type of film can be easily removed

window installer, and is an inexpensive,
time-efficient solution for building and

store owners versus replacing a damaged
piece of glass.

films

for

interior

glass

(conference rooms, lobbies,


and replaced by a professional


Customized

private offices, glass partitions, retail
environments)



Cost-effective solution to etched glass

Tint Pros uses the Llumar system, an advanced system of hightech custom precision film cutting. LLumar is the world’s best-



Tint Pros represents a number of film products to
produce a variety of benefits, depending on your
needs. Consider the benefits:



Cuts down on hazardous glare - provides a more

selling brand of glass treatment films, with a complete line of
automotive window tint; commercial and residential architectural
window films, safety/security, anti-graffiti, and decorative films.

comfortable environment.

LLumar high performance films greatly enhances the look,
functionality, comfort, and energy efficiency of your windows

giving you control over your environment.




Rejects heat



Blocks 99% of harmful UV rays - reduces interior
fading (furniture, carpet and wood trim) and helps

LLumar films constitute a wide family of protective, thin-film

minimize health risks

products that serve a variety of useful proposes. Most are
intended for application to glass surfaces and are made from the



durability

highest quality, optically clear polyester films, treated, coated,
and laminated in various ways. Special adhesives and scratch-



for commercial, residential and automotive applications to
control the sun's heat, glare, and ultraviolet light, or provide color

and patterned decoration. Others are used to make glass safer and
more secure.

Enhanced optical clarity - utilizing the latest
technological advances

resistant coatings make the films extremely durable and bond
well to glass and other materials. Over 180 unique films are used

CST scratch-resistant hard coat - long lasting



Glass hazard mitigation - reduces injuries from
flying glass fragments
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GVA Williams ( Real Estate Services Worldwide) NYC
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One Source Tri-State





New York University NYC



Amtrust Realty Corp. NYC





The Sapir Organization NYC





ABM Janitorial Services Tri-State



United Building Services NYC



Merrill Lynch NYC





Red Lobster Tri-State





National Interiors Inc. Tri-State



The Port Authority of NY & NJ





All-Rite Construction Tri-State





HVS Hospitality Services





Villa Enterprises Tri-State



The Urban Group NYC





Loews Regency Hotel

























Louis Vuitton
Donna Karen
Game Stop
Family Dollar
Radio Shack
Charles Schwab
Gerstein Fisher
ABCO Maintenance
Barbara Corcoran Realty
Charlie Browns Steak House
Red Lobster
David Blaine Magician
DFB Sales Inc.
Richard Easton Matchmaker
SAE Institute
Staten Island Hospital
Vertex Construction
O’Hare Construction
Best Buy
UCP of NYC
Morgan Stanley
Trepp
Devry Institute
Source Builders & Consultants
Anchorage Construction
DSW Shoe stores
Dunway Services Corp.
Fort Hamilton Army Base
Jones Lang LaSalle

Before

After

Save money polishing scratch or acid damage glass

Philip Mondello
718-966-2277
phil@tintprosnyc.com
www.tintprosnyc.com
Free Estimates

